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“Music'is'a'people'business.”'

“You’ve got to be outgoing”, expand your contacts, and get practical experience off campus. Work in sales or customer service. Get an internship. 




“Shaping Future Audio Engineering Curricula: An Expert Panel’s View”

David Tough, Belmont University

Journal of the Music & Entertainment Industry Educators Association
Volume 10, Number 1 (2010)

What professional engineers look for in  
graduates from audio production programs

David is presenting on Saturday at 9:00 on teaching a survey of recording



Top 30




Categories*of*Competencies*for*
the*top*thirty*in*the*study*

•  (20)*COM*=*Communica;ons/Leadership/Other*
•  (7)*GA*=*General*Audio*
•  (3)*DA*=*Digital*Audio*

Out of the top 30 characteristics identified by Tough as important for audio engineers, 20 were in the communications and leadership area, twice as many as those relating to audio. Presumably audio skills are expected, 
but it’s the soft skills that make people more effective and easier to work with.




Effec%ve'listening'
Communicate'clearly'and'tac6ully'
Avoid'and'resolve'conflict'
Handle'cri%cism'and'work'under'someone''''''''
else's'authority'
Pa%ence'
Humility'
Be'able'to'work'with'a'diverse'types'of'people'
Demonstrate'leadership'skills,'be'able'to'work'
as'part'of'a'team'
Maintain'a'sense'of'humor'
Build'rela%onships'with'local'community'
Ability'to'nego%ate'

You can teach someone how to operate a board. You can’t teach them to be hard working and a good communicator. 

Made a big impression on me. I doubt a week has gone by when I haven’t referred to these results, what students should pay attention to, and how they could influence our curriculum.




Posi%ve(Psychology(

Peterson and Seligman, leaders of the Positive Psychology movement.



h"p://www.viacharacter.org/www/Character2Strengths#footernav8

They looked at characteristics that show up in many cultures and time periods. This “new” look at character strengths goes back to pre WWWII view of success that was 
concerned more with character than personality.




Boy Scout Motto taught by Chuck Surack to new employees their first day on the job at Sweetwater.




Angela Duckworth picked 7 character strengths from the 24 proposed by Peterson and Seligman, leaders of the Positive Psychology movement. She believes that Grit and Self-control 
are bigger predictors of success than IQ and SAT scores.




Grit%
Social%Intelligence%
Self0control%
Zest%
Op5mism%
Gra5tude%
Curiosity%

www.kipp.org

Duckworth’s strengths have been adopted by KIPP schools, a high-performing school program begun in in 1994 in Houston and then NYC. Now there are 59,000 students in 183 schools in 20 states, mostly 
from low-income families. 96% are African American or Latino and 82% have gone on to college. KIPP’s character work focuses on seven characteristics believed by Angela Duckworth to be highly predictive 
of happy and successful lives.

http://www.kipp.org


h"p://bit.ly/duckworth3tough3grid5

There seems to be a neat fit between Duckworth’s character strengths and qualities identified as desirable in Tough’s research.




h"p://bit.ly/duckworth3tough3grid5



B.S. in Music Media Production



The assignment is posted on Week 11 on Blackboard. You 
have two weeks to finish your hip-hop track. Develop your 
GRIT by working on it consistently these two weeks in order 
to develop your skills and end up with a quality track for your 
portfolio. 

Thursday evening The Pine Leaf Boys will be playing in 
Emens Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. Here's a chance to hear a 
unique type of American music from a leading Cajun band 
straight from the heart of South Louisiana. Be CURIOUS and 
check it out.

Banner in Blackboard, HIGHLIGHT in assignments. The KIPP school in Indy has decided to reinforce the 7 strengths in sequence spread throughout the year. We are doing all the first and last months, and 
then one per month in between.



Emerging(Media,,
Living(Learning,Community,

Group,therapy,
,
Fieldtrips,to,industry,
,
Leadership,workshop,
,
Brain,func?on,lecture,
,
Interac?on,with,students,
from,other,departments,
Interested,in,media,

Start with freshmen next year. Group therapy communication group, Meyer-Briggs personality test, fieldtrips to Sweetwater, leadership workshop, brain function lecture, having discussions with Freshmen Experience 
program




Sweetwater'Sound'

One of our main partners is Sweetwater an hour up the road in Ft. Wayne. Growing 20-30% per year. Only going to get better with implosion of Guitar Center. These are two of the books used in their 13-week 
training program.




“Start&with&the&end&in&mind.”&MMP#4%yr#plan#effective#Fall,#2015

First&Year:&Fall Fist&Year:&Spring
MUST101 Sight/Ear 1 MUST102 Sight/Ear 1
MUST111&111D Music#Theory 2 MUST112&112D Music#Theory 2
MMP125 Acoustics 3 MMP100 Survey#of#the#Music#Industry 3
MUSP201A Principal#Study 2 MUSP201A Principal#Study 2
MUSC#Ens Designated#Ensemble 1 MUSC#Ens Designated#Ensemble 1
MUSP325/6 Secondary/Group#Piano 1 MMP325/326 Secondary/Group#Piano 1
CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(ENG#103) 3 MUST121 introduction#to#Computer#Music 3
CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(MATH) 3 CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(PFW) 2

total 16 CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(FCS#135/FIN#101) 1
total 16

Second&Year:&Fall Second&Year:&Spring
MUST201 Sight/Ear 1 MUST202 Sight/Ear 1
MUST211&211D Music#Theory 2 MUST212&212D Music#Theory 2
MUHI200&200L Survey#of#Music#Lit 2 MMP236 Recording#Tech#2 3
MMP235 Recording#Tech#1 3 MUSP201A Principal#Study 2
MMP201&202 ProTools#1/2 2 MUSC Designated#Ensemble 1
MUSP201A Principal#Study 2 CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(COMM#210) 3
MUSC# Designated#Ensemble 1 CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(HIST#150) 3
CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(ENG#104) 3 total 15

total 16

Third&Year:&Fall Third&Year:&Spring
MUST311 Form#and#Analysis 2 MUHI331 Music#History#(CORE#T2#FA#&#W) 3
MUHI330 Music#History#(CORE#T!#FA) 3 MMP220 Elecctronics/Studio#Maintenance 2
MMP330 Live#Sound#and#Recording 3 MMP335 Mixing#and#Mastering 3
MUSC# Designated#Ensemble 1 MUSC# Designated#Ensemble 1
MMP301 Songwriting 3 Guided#Spec 3
Guided#spec 3 CORE#Tier#1#Foundation#(Natural#Sciences) 3

total 15 total 15

Fourth&year
fall spring
MUST411 Instrumentation/Orchestration 2 MMP495 Project/Recital#(CORE#T3) 3
MMP430 Production#Workshop 3 MUSC499 Recital#Hour 1
MUSC# Designated#Ensemble 1 Elective 1
Guided#Spec 3 Guided#spec 4
CORE#Tier#1#Domain#(Humanities) 3 CORE#Tier#2#Domain#(Natural/Social#Sci) 3
CORE#Tier#1#Domain#(Social#Sciences) 3 total 12

total 15

TOTAL 120

“If&you&want&to&be&
successful,&
clearly&define&what&
you’re&trying&
to&accomplish.”&
&
—Stephen&Covey&

Advising



Understanding the plasticity of the brain and how change is possible throughout one’s lifetime makes it more likely that people will be able to change.




Technical 
chops

“Fire in 
the belly”

Relationship 
building

“Be patient, manage yourself, work hard.”

grit

communicationknowledge

Speech is your most important college class.

Can you tell me a story about yourself for five minutes? Communication difficult for 40% of our graduates. One-hour telephone interview. Can you establish a relationship on the telephone? Some give up because it’s 
“too hard” or “not my thing.”. Weakness in character jeopardizes gains achieved from talent.




Pink communication exercises – active listening, observing, matching body language, finding common ground. One in nine people are in sales. The other eight are spending a significant part of each day in 
non-sales selling trying to persuade people to give you time, effort, or attention. I try to sell my students on the value of the my classes, and to take the time and putting in the effort to learn from it. I try to 
move my colleagues towards aligning their classes with our area’s mission.




Mental	  Contras,ng	  

Wish	  
Outcome	  
Obstacle	  
Plan	  

Senior projects - planning how to surmount obstacles



Internship questionnaire



We also collect feedback from community clients about student engineers in lieu of payments



Qualtrics online data collection from questionnaires 

• Big 5 Personality Test 

• Duckworth Grit Test 

• Barrett Impulsiveness Scale Version 11

Grad students in ed psych helping set up a research program.

Big 5 instead of Myers-Briggs. 11 of the 33 freshmen live in the LLC. If we observe an effect we may try to track graduates as to how many stay in the field and report 
satisfaction with their careers.



Observations gathered from class are referenced during advising. Collecting data can help change behavior.

Stats from Sweetwater on interviews, hiring rates, number of people who quit. Class demeanor rather than participation points - come with materials, constructive, attention, no cell phone.



Robert Willey 
rkwilley@bsu.edu 

http://rkwilley.com/character

Grit
Self-control

Social intelligence
Zest

Optimism
Curiosity
Gratitude

Agree with Dweck that students (and faculty) can change. Hopeful that initiatives will help us be more successful in the music industry (or any other career and in personal lives.

I look forward to finding out more about what you are doing teaching communication skills and character strengths, and for collaborating with ATMI members interested in defining competencies and outcomes in music 
programs, and learning about how you foster these qualities in your students.


http://rkwilley.com/characater

